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 Menu structure of the numerical part
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subprocess menu
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control of the initial states and parton density 
functions
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model parameters
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dependent parameters (SM CKM=1 with hGG/AA)
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QCD coupling and the scale
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control of resonances
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control of resonances

F1
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Aliases
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setting kinematical cuts
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setting kinematical cuts

F1
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phase-space mapping
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integration over the phase space

The accuracy and the 
stability of the cross 
section indicate that you 
can trust your results
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ex#4
1. Calculate WbB production rates at the LHC
for PT b-jet > 20 GeV, b-Jet separation > 0.5, 
max pseudorapidity < 3
2. Plot bb- and Wb invariant mass distributions 
    for  PT b-jet > 20 GeV and PT b-jet > 40 GeV

Resulting M
bb

 and M
Wtb

 kinematical distributions 
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events generations
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File with events in the native CalcHEP format
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GUI gives user a full control of details
of symbolic/numerical session.

To sum over the sub-processes one should use  scripts 

there are several scripts which run various loops to facilitate calculation

cycle over subprocesses
●  exit from the numerical session
●   cd results
●  ../bin/subproc_cycle  lumi nmax

requires 2 parameters:

1. luminosity

2. max number of events per process

e.g.    

../bin/subproc_cycle 1000 100000

You should run it from results dir where the n_calchep binary is!
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running  subproc_cycle for SM CKM=1 model

bunch of events_nn.txt event files are created,
so how do we combine them?
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bin/event_mixer  Luminosity[1/fb] nevents event_dirs
mixes subprocesses and connects production and decay events

the output is event_mixer.lhe file

We need Events in LHE format to talk to MC generators!
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Accessing all your results

results are stored in “results” directory
output files:

  n_calchep  numerical module
  prt_nn          protocol
  distr_nn_mm summed distributions
  distr_nn individual distribution
  events_nn.txt events file
  list_prc.txt list of processes
  qnumbers qnumbers – PYTHIA input with new prt  

definitions
  session.dat current session status – format is similar to 

prt_nn  one
for every new process the “results” directory is offered to be renamed 
or removed
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protocol prt_nn
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useful scripts for numerical session
 

see calchep_x.x.x/bin/   directory and README file!
  

  subproc_cycle ../bin/subproc_cycle 1000 100000

  sum_distr ../bin/sum_distr distr_2 distr_3 > distr_sum

  show_distr       ../bin/show_distr distr_sum

  plot_view ../bin/plot_view < tab_1.txt

  events2tab

  lhe2tab

  gen_events

  name_cycle

  pcm_cycle

  par_scan

ex#5
produce LHE file
and use lhe2tab
to produce 
distributions
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scripts for numerical session
events2tab

 Parameters:
 1- name of variable,
 2- minimum limit,
 3- maximum limit,
 4- number of bins(<=300).
  File with events must be passed to input. 
   ../bin/events2tab “T(b)” 1 100 200 < events_1.txt >tab.txt
   ../bin/tab_view < tab.txt

 name_cycle
 1: Name of parameter
 2: Initial value
 3: Step
 4: Number of steps
 
../bin/name_cycle Mh 100 10 11

 scripts above became a part of calchep_batch interface – will be 
discussed below
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the most general scan with
par_scan

Usage:
$CALCHEP/bin/par_scan < data_file

Data file structure:

where par_name_i present free parameters of the models. Among them 
one also can write momenta of incoming particles as momentum1 and 
momentum2. 
fun_name_i is the name of  constrained parameter  which will be 
presented in output file 
Output file has the same structure as input plus  calculated numerical 
values for constrained parameters, and an additional column for 
evaluated cross section with statistical error
If you are not interested in the prt_# files you can clean it using

     $CALCHEP/bin/par_scan clean < data_file
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CalcHEP batch interface 
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CalcHEP batch interface: all results in one shot
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CalcHEP batch interface: running and monitoring
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CalcHEP batch interface: 
monitoring the progress
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CalcHEP batch interface: 
monitoring details of the symbolic section
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CalcHEP batch interface: 
monitoring results of the numerical session
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CalcHEP batch interface: 
details of the numerical session
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CalcHEP batch interface: 
numerical results and distributions

gnuplot should be 
installed to make the 
plots with the batch 

interface!

ex#6: using 
calchep_batch 
evaluate complete 
cross section for    
pp-> Wbb process 
with the same cuts as 
for ex#4
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CalcHEP batch interface: 
access to your results

results are located in batch_results folder

*.lhe.gz : LHE event files

*.jpg     : figures

*.distr    : files with distributions which cab be used
to re-produce plots using $CALCHEP/bin/show_distr

*.tgz    : zipped html folder with all numerical details, .txt 
and .html files of the batch run
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CalcHEP batch interface: 
some additional features/tricks

see  https://answers.launchpad.net/calchep
for many “tricky” questions/answers
scanning over the collider energy
Run parameter: rtS
Run begin: 7
Run step size: 1
Run n steps: 2

p1: 1000*rtS/2
p2: 1000*rtS/2
rtS here is  some “fake” parameter
you can use  “fake” parameter only if you define it as a loop 
parameter

It can be used in the cut statement (assigning cut to the symbol)
It can be assigned to the parameter model – this way you can run 
use complicated scan

https://answers.launchpad.net/calchep
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CalcHEP Production 
and 
decay events
QNUMBERS

PYTHIA/
HERWIG

CalcHEP interface with MC 
generators: LHEF output

CalcHEP interface to MC generators via 
Events in the LHE format

event mixer

LHEF

Decay of new particles with
CalcHEP, QNUMBERS are 
automatically created and 
written to LHEF

EXP DATATHEORY
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